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FEATURES

A task chair that boasts extraordinary comfort and dynamic support by using the natural flexibility of a single ribbon of material.

Combines a pivot point and flexible polymer shell to mimic a traditional 2:1 synchronised mechanism, without the need for adjustment.

Overall size: 675W x 1190Hmax

Seat height: 400Hmin and 520Hmax

Polymer shell in Graphite Black (Pure white + Azure blue available on indent)

Seat pad in Charcoal - Kvadrat Remix 173 (custom fabrics on indent)

Five star black castor base (4+5 star bases available on glides or castors, polished on indent)

5 year warranty (excluding fabric)

2 week lead time (stock)
14-18 week lead time (indent)

Coza - five star polished base

Standard base

4 star base

No castors